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Remembering the Guru Parampara, we begin our discussion on the Bhagavad 
Gita, Chapter Verse 58 
 

Yadà saëharate chàyaë kùrmàågànìva sarvaéaã 
Indriyàåìndriyàrthebhyas tasya prajñà pratiçâhità. 2.58. 

 
‘Kiñcha.’ ‘Yadà Saëharate samyagupasaëharate cha ayaë jñànaniçâhàyàë pravätto 

yatiã.’ This is describing the Yati, who is functioning in Jñàna Niçâhà. So, a 
Sthita Prajñan is one who is continuously in Jñàna Niçâhà. It says that the Yati is 
a Sanyassi. When one fully controls the senses…..’ it says this here. These sections 
discussing about controlling the senses must be understood clearly. Just like the 
Gita discusses about karma, when it discusses about controlling the senses, this is 
one thing that must be given primary attention. This is something that has been 
wrongly interpreted alot. Otherwise, control of the senses is something that has 
been explained wrongly.  
 The primary cause for that is the difference between the time when this is 
being said and today’s time. The society of today wasn’t the society of back then. 
In the past, for controlling the senses, people left society and entered life in the 
forest. If we read our Puràåas we can understand this. Then, man went from 
society to the forest for controlling the senses. He practiced sense control in a 
place free from all interaction with other people. 
 The aim of this was to step aside from desirous objects. This is because the 
nature of the senses is to go to their objects. The objects will constantly attract the 
senses. Therefore, these people left society and went to the forest, etc. That is the 
method used for controlling the senses in the old days. In those days, there were 



forests. Comparatively, there were more places without people, and less occupied 
places. Now it has reversed.  
 Now there is more places occupied by people, and less that are unihabited. 
Therefore, it isn’t possible for a person today to leave society and control the 
senses in solitude like then. That is impossible. Then some will ask, ‘what about 
going to the Himalayas?’  
 There is no protection in the Himalayas. I’m saying from my own 
experience. The Himalayas of today isn’t like the Himalayas of our imagination. 
All of the places where people can go there, have become big cities. These no 
longer exist as pilgrimage centers. Instead, these have changed to a tourist 
attraction. Therefore, today’s society is the same everywhere.  
 It is the same as society. Therefore, it is difficult to find a solitary place 
anywhere on this Earth. That has gone. ‘Vaåi bhutvà.’ This was said in old 
times. ‘Go to the forest.’ Then, they would stay in the forest. A person would 
leave society and live in solitude in the forest. That is what was said in olden 
time.  
 Now, that’s not possible. Now, when we say ‘sense control,’ this must be 
practiced in the midst of society and other people. When that happens, man will 
have to face several new problems. It says, ‘samyag upasaëharate.’ When we say, 
‘to withdraw completely the senses,’ man is unable to do that practically today.  
 Seeing that, some modern people have discovered new paths. Some people 
explain this control of the senses instructed by our Acharyas as being a false 
practice, mithyàchàra. ‘Control of the senses is impossible. It’s control of the 
senses that is needed. Let the senses roam freely.’ That’s what they say. That is 
the view of modern people. ‘Let the senses follow their own path — then they will 
be pacified. This is proved by our experience.’ 
 ‘The senses become peaceful when they experience their objects. So, for 
making the senses peaceful, give them the experience of objects. In that way, 
through the experience of objects, the senses will become pacified. Otherwise, 
making the senses peaceful through sense control, is never something that is 



possible. If the mind feels any kind of desire, immediately satisfy it, for the mind 
or senses. Then the mind will become peaceful.’ 
 ‘Thus, saying that this is the greatest and most scientific method of sense 
control,’ is what many people teach and make others believe. Then, they say that 
if one practices the sense control instructed by Acharyas from the past, it will 
create conflict. They say, ‘the traditional beliefs about sanyassa and brahmacharya 
have shortcomings.’ They aren’t correct. All of those are things which will create 
mental conflict.’  
 In that way, sanyassis and brahmacharis are those who live in mental 
conflict. Therefore, the senses can never be controlled.’ There are some who 
teach like this. And there are more and more people to learn this. Our éàstras say 
that this letting the senses act instinctively is indriya làlana, sense indulgence. 
‘Indulge the senses.’ ‘If you try to control the senses, it will create mental tension. 
Therefore, indulge the senses.’  
 This is something said by Chàrvakas, the materialists. The word 
‘Chàrvakakas’ means ‘chàru,’ beautiful, ‘vàkyàni,’ words. They say words that 
attract people. This means that it is not necessary for anyone to teach man to act 
instinctively. That happens naturally. This isn’t just for humans; animals also act 
according to instinct. Then, they say, ‘acting according to instinct is true 
Spirituality. Otherwise, it is not control of the senses.’  
 Everyone, up till Sanyassis accepted this idea. ‘That’s the right idea.’ ‘I have 
gone the wrong path. Now I understand.’ There are some sanyassis who are like 
this. ‘How will sense control be possible without mental tension and conflict?’ 
‘That is possible through sense indulgence.’ There are numerous people who 
quote élokas from the Gita in a way suitable to this. There are many books like 
that.  
 That is also how we study and think about this. If we think about this, we 
will say, ‘this is an old idea.’ ‘The time for this has gone.’ When we discuss, 
many ask, ‘the time for this has gone, hasn’t it?’ The sense control of old times is 
nothing like the sense control of today.’ People teach, ‘sense control is to make 



the mind peaceful. The peace of mind that comes from experiencing objects is 
true sense control.’ There is a meditation for that, a Yoga, and numerous 
practices.  
 That’s not what is said here. Here it says in the old manner. ‘Saëharate 
samyag saëharate.’ This means that ‘sense control is indeed needed.’ Then, this 
problem comes, ‘why do people teach that sense control is ‘sense indulgence?’  
 This is because after reading these éàstras, and trying to practice these 
things, they don’t experience the fruit. When that happens, they think of another 
path. Such people are those who teach that sense control is ‘sense indulgence.’ 
Then why does that happen? Now, when we say ‘sense control,’ a person 
sometimes enters spirituality with great zeal. It will be a momentary exitement 
that leads him, that makes him leap into it. When he tries to make these things 
practical, his lack of maturity doesn’t allow anything. Then he will fail.  
 Then the mind will go to new philosophies. That is what happens with 
some, who teach this kind of sense control.’ Here, what is being said about sense 
control is after an extensive discussion about Karma Yoga. This kind of sense 
control is possible in its true meaning only for one with the mental purity gained 
through the practice of karma yoga. In the spiritual path, sense control is a must. 
So, control of the senses isn’t possible for a person without the mental purity 
gained in Karma Yoga. That is why when someone who enters spirituality with 
zeal reaches the part about ‘sense control,’ he will be unsuccessful.  
 Then, there is another thing. This sense control being discussed isn’t in the 
same way for everyone. Just like there is a difference in the aspirants for 
everything, there is also a difference here. Not everyone will have the capacity, or 
power to control the senses. Our Acharyas have advised the Dharma of Action 
for those who don’t have this ability. Then, they instruct for that person to enter 
the path of Pravätti, along with awareness of Dharma, Nyàya, and Nìti. He 
doesn’t have the capacity for control of the senses.  
 If one doesn’t have the capacity for sense control, he enters gähasthàérama. 
When he performs the dharma and rules of gähasthàérama, he must gain the 



strength for controlling the senses. Those who don’t have the strength to follow 
brahmacharyam or sanyassa are ordained to enter gähasthàérama. That is also a 
training for controlling the senses. Still, the ‘samyag upasaëharate,’ the perfect 
control of senses isn’t necessary there.  
 Here, dharmic control of the senses is enough. This is because he accepts 
Dharma. This phrase, ‘samyak upasaëharate,’ is not said for everyone. That is 
only said for those with the suitability for that. Then, the sense control instructed 
for a gähastha is different from the sense control of a brahmachari. The sense 
control of the brahmachari is complete. In that, there is no break or fall. Then, 
for the gähasthan, this sense control is a part of his performance of svadharma. 
 When a person enters brahmacharya and goes to sanyassa, strict sense 
control is needed. If a person is unable to do that, then he should surely accept 
gähasthàérama. That is why the àérama of brahmachàrya is placed before 
gähasthàérama. If he is more attracted by the senses, if the enjoyment of objects is 
firm in the mind, then he should definitely accept gähasthàérama. There, he must 
lead a Dharmic life. In that way, also, sense control is possible.  
 In either part, it is ‘sense control,’ not ‘sense indulgence.’ If a person’s 
mind doesn’t have the maturity for sense control, and he strives for this complete 
control of the senses, that will definitely control mental tension for him. On one 
hand, that mental tension will make him have a downfall. He will fall from the 
path. That is from mental tension.  
 It is difficult to withstand that conflict. If the mind’s saëskàäa isn’t 
favorable, then control of the senses is difficult. Control of the senses described 
here is possible only for a person with favorable saëskàra. Otherwise, he accepts 
gähasthàérama. If not, he will definitely fall from the path. What is primarily 
needed for the sense control described here is that one’s saëskàra must be 
favorable. The antaãkaraåa must have purity. Then, this viveka will be there. 
This viveka will be there, which is obtained through one’s own efforts. The 
circumstances must be favorable.  



 Only if all of these are combined together, - and beyond all of these, God’s 
Grace is needed. That is another matter. That need not be said. Only then can 
the sense control described be possible. When we say, ‘sense control,’ this 
doesn’t mean to simply control the emotion of kàma, lust. This means to 
withdraw from every kind of mental and sensual attraction. That is ‘sense 
control.’ That is just given as an example.  
 Therefore, this is speaking here about the ‘sense control’ of a Yati in Jñàna 
Niçâhà. He has attained chitta éuddhi and Jñàna Pràpti, and is in Jñàna Niçâhà. 
This is a Yati who is in the Discipline of Jñàna. When this is said, even the Yati 
who is in Jñàna Niçâhà must practice control of the senses. Even such a Yati may 
become controlled by attractions. There is a chance for that.  
 Those become obtained there. That is why there is a need for control. 
Numerous kinds of desires will be obtained there. Then there is no need to 
speak about the condition before that. There’s no need to speak about a Karma 
Yogi. So, the ‘sense control’ described here isn’t ‘sense indulgence.’ What is 
primary are the Dharmas of the àéramas, the life-stages. For the gähastha, the 
Dharma of gähasthàérama is primary. For the brahmachari, the Dharma of the 
àérama of Brahmacharya is primary. The Dharmas of these life-stages were 
organized into disciplines. The primary aim of this by previous Acharyas was for 
sense control.  
 That is why it says, ‘the practices of a brahmachari must be like this.’ ‘The 
practices of a gähasthan must be like this.’ In all of these, it is sense control. 
‘Strictly follow the àérama Dharmas.’ This is in a way suitable to time. That must 
lead to sense control. When we say, ‘the àérama dharmas,’ this is the same as the 
‘àéram’ we are familiar with. This means the àéram where brahmacharis, 
sanyassis, etc. live. These àérams are the places for developing sense control, etc., 
in today’s situation.  
 In old days, man would go to the forest to practice. Now that is no more. 
Therefore, people go to ‘àérams.’ They may know this or not know this. They 
may go unknowingly, or knowingly. So, to practice ‘sense control’ is the midst of 



society, as a part of society, is very difficult. The most a person can do to move 
away from society, is to live in the àéram. That is the place to move away to.  
 That’s not possible in the home. That’s not possible, staying in the home. 
There, this kind of complete sense control described isn’t possible. Therefore, 
people leave the home and come to the àéram. After coming to the àéram, one 
accepts the àérama Dharmas, either Brahmacharya or Sanyassa. One accepts 
those Dharmas. So, the Dharma one must follow while staying in the àéram is 
the àérama dharma. ‘Aéäam’ means, ‘the place where we live.’  
 Only is a person strives for sense control is such circumstances, cannot it at 
all be possible. In the atmosphere of home, that’s not possible. The atmosphere 
of ‘home’ is a suitable place for practicing the sense control of the gähasthan. The 
gähasthan can practice that there. That’s not possible for a brahmachari or 
sanyassi. That’s only possible by leaving home. One must move away, to practice 
control of the senses. In the atmosphere of the home, that is possible for a 
gähasthan.  
 That has to be practiced today in a different place. There itself, obtain chitta 
éuddhi, mental purity, and gain viveka, discrimination. Only if these two are 
there, is sense control possible for a person. Both of these. You must constanty 
gain viveka, and must constantly obtain chitta éuddhi. These are two primary 
things. Only if a person has these, is control of the senses possible.  
 When one strives for sense control, we said before, ‘this creates tension,’ so 
there is a view that ‘sense control isn’t practical.’ The reason for that is due to the 
lack of these two. If a person without viveka and chitta éuddhi leaves society, and 
practices this kind of sense control, that will be a great conflict, mentally. So, he 
won’t obtain any happiness or contentment through sense control. Instead, he 
will have to live as a ‘mithyàchàra’ — a hypocrite.  
 For what is primarily needed, ‘chitta éuddhi,’ whataver is needed for that, 
accept. Whatever one can do to obtain viveka, do that. Doing that, become 
suitable for control of the senses. Only then can sense control be possible. 



Otherwise, one will have to write new explanations about sense control. He’ll 
have to write new books, just like others have done.  
 He’ll have to say, ‘all of this is unpractical.’ That is correct. That is only 
possible for a suitable person. That is a primary matter. Sense control is never 
practical for a person without suitability. ‘Sense indulgence’ is not correct. Then, 
accept the Dharmas of gähastha. Then live, according to the rules and regulations 
there.  
 Otherwise, it’s not enough to just be a ‘gähastha.’ It’s not from just getting 
married and living. One person has written a commentary about these sections. 
In other words, numerous people come to the path of sanyassa without the 
suitability for sanyassa. ‘The greatest curse of this country are those who live 
without living and practicing the sanyassa dharma.’ Someone has written this is 
in a commentary. They come to that path full of zest. Then matters such as sense 
control become inpractical to them. These people are the greatest curse to this 
country.’ Someone wrote this in a commentary.    
 However, the person who wrote this forgot one thing. A person comes to 
this path. He has to live as a ‘mithyàchàran,’ a hypocrite. When this is said, that 
is the greatest curse for that individual. Only after that, doesn’t it affect the 
country. However, that isn’t the greatest curse on this country. The greatest 
curse,’ when this is said, is the curse of the majority of people. This means, 
‘come to the gähastha dharma. Live without knowing the Dharma of 
gähasthàérama.’ These gähasthas are the greatest curse on the country.  
 The number of those in the other group is few. Therefore, the power of that 
curse is less. That’s not how this is. This is because it is their curse for creating 
these kind of sanyassis. Who created these people? That is the work of the home. 
Why is that? It is due to not correctly practicing the gähastha dharma that so 
many curses were created. They thus have to accept that curse as well.  
 The greatest curse to this country,’ when this is said, that is the gähasthas 
who live, without knowing the dharma of gähastha. It is they who created these 
kinds of sanyassis. Therefore, that responsibility is also with them. Because the 



person who wrote this is a gähasthan, he didn’t think like that. He didn’t think 
of a matter like that.  
 What is important is not, ‘are the sanyassis bad,’ or ‘are the gähasthas bad?’ 
Whether one is a sanyassi or a gähastha, he must follow his dharma. If he 
practices his dharma, he is great. No matter who it is, if they don’t follow 
dharma, they are off of the path. This is true for 90% of the people who enter the 
gähastha dharma. We can say that the downfall of the stage of gähastha is the 
downfall of society.  
 There, how is this sense control, etc. The society doesn’t know about such 
matters. No has any awareness about Dharma. Still, people live in such a 
dharma. That is the greatest curse of this country. Otherwise, 100 people who 
pretend and put on an act are considered the greatest curse for the country. There 
is nothing particular good or bad from them.  
 For the other, it’s not like that. That constantly destroys society. People live, 
ignorant of the dharma of gähastha. No matter what dharma it is, if a person who 
is unsuitable practices this kind of sense control, they will have conflict. That is 
how a person enters into brahmacharya or sanyassa, with zest. He tries to 
practices this kind of sense control, and it becomes impossible. What is not 
needed is to immediately write a book.  
 Normally, when a person comes here, and finds that it isn’t possible, he 
begins a new paraëpara of giving speeches. He creates a ‘new’ brahmacharya, a 
‘new sanyassa.’ That’s not what is needed. Understand this. ‘What is it that 
makes us fail?’ That is something that a brahmachari or sanyassi must think of 
for themselves. ‘Why am I having a fall?’ When that happens, the primary quality 
that is needed is forthrightness. Only a person with that can think.  
 You must think with forthrightness. ‘Why are these failures happening?’ It 
is lack of suitability. It is because one is not an adhikàri, suitable for that. A 
person who isn’t an adhikàri will have a downfall. So, first strive to attain that 
suitability. That is purity of mind, viveka, everything. Because of the lack of those, 
control of the senses creates tension. Otherwise, this isn’t something out of date 



that was instructed. This wasn’t instructed by Acharyas out of ignorance of 
phychology.  
 This happens because the person practicing doesn’t have the suitability for 
that. Why does he act? For some, this ‘sanyassa’ is like an attraction. Seeing that 
as a desirous thing, they have enthusiasm, and leap. It doesn’t become necessary 
to think about one’s suitability where one doesn’t practice sàdhana. One has to 
think about one’s suitability only when one practices. Otherwise, one doesn’t 
have to think about that.  
 So, ‘sense control.’ Sense control won’t ever come through changing one’s 
external clothes. So, accepting the external clothes, whether brahmacharya or 
sanyasa, internal this downfall will continuously happen. Then, forthrightness 
will be destoyed. If one thinks without forthrightness, then it isn’t possible to go 
down that path. There, forthrightness is destroyed. When that is destroyed, one 
tries to pretend in front of society. ‘I am a sanyassi, a brahmachari.’ He tries to 
pretend that.  
 He tries to make the society aware of something he isn’t. He thus lives, 
striving like this. That is called ‘mithyàchàra,’ a hypocrite. If that must be 
avoided, it isn’t sense control that must be done first; instead, one must first gain 
mental purity, descrimination, and so on. In that way, strive for sense control.  
 Primarily, stay only in favorable circumstances. Never make yourself subject 
to a test, for any reason. Here it says, even about one in Jñàna Niçâhà, ‘indriyàåi 
pramàthìnai.’ It says that the senses make the mind pertubed. That what to say 
about an ordinary person. Never go to unfavorable circumstances and put 
yourself to test. Say in favorable circumstances. In all times, be situated mentally 
in satsang. Externally, it isn’t possible to be in satsang in all times. For a person 
in the realm of worldly experiences, be situated in satsang mentally, at all times. 
In all times, obtain viveka. At all times, develop the forthrightness of the mind.  
 Never justify mistakes. That is called ‘forthrightness.’ Mistakes are natural 
for a person travelling on the path. That can happen on any path. Therefore, on 
this path, also, mistakes will happens naturally. No one should have the idea that 



because someone is a brahmachari or sanyassi, he is beyond the senses. It may 
happen that is unable to move forward according to his desire, and may have a 
fall. However, when falls happen, one must recognize with forthrightness. With 
forthrightness, understand, and try to change that.  
 Otherwise, to cover that, to pretend ‘that didn’t happen’ — before devotees.. 
but no one can hide things from themselves. Therefore, don’t pretend otherwise 
in front of others. Instead, examine, ‘where did this fall happen to me? Where 
did this happen?’ Recognize for yourself and try to change that. For that change, 
both of these are needed — viveka and mental purity. Therefore, give this subject 
the seriousness recquired. This isn’t something insignificant.  
 ‘Sense control’ is something imposible even for äçis. When that comes to 
the level of ordinary man, don’t accept that as an insignificant matter. Only if 
that happens, can there be this full withdraw, ‘samyag upasaëharate.’ That will 
also be explained more. There is no difference for a Yati, Sanyassi and a 
Brahmachari. These are distinguished because of dress. When we say this is for a 
‘Yati,’ a ‘sanyassi,’ don’t think, ‘this doesn’t affect me because I haven’t accepted 
sanyassa. ‘Yati’ also means brahmachari. There is no difference in that.  
 So, when a person acts for this, the primary thing needed is that the 
circumstances must be favorable. For making the circumstances favorable, he 
moves away from the society, and comes to the àéram, etc. However, even if he is 
in the àéram, he will again have to go into the society. This is the opposite nature 
of before, caused by time. He again goes to the midst of society. So, when we say, 
‘to go again into the midst of society,’ this means when one goes in the midst of 
attractions.. in those circumstances, the mind and senses may go again to the 
wrong path. The negative vàsanas within one will again become strong.  
 This sense control is a means for concquering negative vàsanas. Those 
vàsanas will again become strong. So, a person going again to the midst of 
society, the midst of unfavorable circumstances, he needs the mental strength for 
overcoming those circumstances. He needs mental firmness.  



 If that firmness of mind is destroyed, then withdraw from that kind of 
scene. That is the only path. When one goes into society, there will immediately 
be attractions in the mind. Therefore, for that person, from those attractions, 
‘withdraw.’ That is what is called the àéram. There, there will be favorable 
circumstances. Then it isn’t possible for attractions to come. In olden days, this 
was called, ‘Yati chàri.’  
 In other words, ‘have strict rules and discipline in your life!’ For that, sense 
control is absolutely necessary. Some disciplines of sanyassis have become 
inpractical today. Those values of those disciplins should be imbibed and 
followed in a suitable manner to today’s time. One may make one’s own life full 
of strict observances and controls. Still, this kind of sense control.. This is said 
particularly in reference to a Yati. This is speaking about the sense control of a 
Yati, a Sanyassi. The sanyassi or brahmachari connected to society needs 
boundaries in life. If you step outside the boundary, you’ll catch fire. He will 
burn.  
 Only a person who himself sets such a firm boundary with rules can avoid 
living like a mityàchàra — hypocrite. Otherwise, if we transgress that boundary, it 
will only be a dress. Then he will be a mithyàchàran, a hypocrite.   
 No kind of doubt is needed. That kind of control of mind is not possible 
for a person with a human body. Without external control, that will never 
happen. If someone claims they have that, then that is merely waste of speech. 
For a person who lives without following strict observances and discipline, 
internal mental control — that will never happen. ‘I practiced japa for some time,’ 
or meditation, or some kind of practice, or studied the Gita, for whatever reason, 
because of that control of the mind, or sense control is not possible.  
 If that must be possible, he must engage in strict rules and regulations in 
his individual life. This is especially for a sanyassi in today’s society, etc. 
Otherwise, if someone declares for themself, ‘I am beyond any fall,’ and goes into 
society, he will be completely destroyed. That is what happened in the Buddha 
religion, and elsewhere. In the Buddha religion, there were 1000’s of monks. 



However, the commentator said before, ‘dìrghena kàlena,’ when this was 
practiced over a long time, ‘kàmodbhavàt.’ Negative vàsanas were born, and this 
affects society. If that affects an individual that will affect the society like an 
epidemic.  
 If that is one place, it will create destruction everywhere. If that is good in 
one place, everywhere will be good. That is how it happens in society. So, then 
these kinds of àérams come to our society; they change into a joke. That is how 
the Buddha religion was destroyed. This is because the attitude of disinteredness 
comes into the mind. If all of the observances and rules that must be followed in 
the life of sanyassa are destroyed, that will destroy the sanyassa life. That will 
destroy the position of sanyassa. That will become a complete joke to the society.  
That will become the greatest disaster.  
 This example is there in our country itself. Therefore, from a new 
explanation of sanyassa, or from organization new speeches, one cannot 
overcome this problem. One can only accept this is the way of old. Without 
sanyassis following a life a strict discipline, sense control is impossible. A 
sanyassi stepping into society and acting, is the most dangerous thing. That is 
like playing with fire.  
 How is that? In his individual life, that may destroy him in any moment. In 
any moment, he can have a downfall. That is very clear. When we say, ‘society,’ 
the society is without any of these rules or regulations. People are full of desire 
and anger. For a Yati to act in such a society, he will surely be affected by the 
harm of that. Through being affected like that, he will surely have a downfall.  
 However, today one cannot leave society. One will have to act in society. 
Then, what one must do, is to accept strict, external regulations in life. Follow 
the disciplines that remove oneself from enticing circumstances. Only if one 
follows these is there any meaning in discussions about these matters. Otherwise, 
all of this becomes a waste. Then, just from studying about sense control won’t 
enable you to control the senses. Once the circumstance changes, in a second, all 
of this can become a waste.  



 So, circumstances are primary. There, what is needed is self-control. When 
we say, ‘self-control,’ this doesn’t mean control of the mind. This means external 
control. That external control must be practiced strictly. And what about if a 
person can’t follow that strict control?’ Then he should go directly to 
gähasthàérama. If that is going to make one have a downfall in brahmacharya or 
sanyassa, one should go to gähasthàérama.  
 Therefore, there is benefit from just having a discussion on this. When this 
is discussed, what is primarily needed is this. A person must be ready to practice 
this. If one must be ready to practice this, he must try to only become connected 
to society while engaging himself in these regulations. In other words, a person 
must try to not become part of society. Having the attitude to make society good, 
and stepping to society, and being destroyed — he must avoid this.  
 When a person, a sanyassi steps down to make society good, he should 
know that the chance of society becoming good is 100 times less then the chance 
of him being destroyed. There is 100% chance to he will be destroyed. The 
chance of society becoming good is 1%. Only if one constantly keeps this in the 
mind.. this is because many people go to such things. This is because sense 
control is that severe a matter. That is never possible in unfavorable 
circumstances. That is only possible in favorable circumstances. Be very careful 
about that! 
 That is why this is said. Otherwise, this isn’t a éloka to be merely 
memorized. ‘Yadà saëharate samyag upasaëharate chàyaë,’ who? ‘Jñànaniçâhàyàë 

pravätto yatiã,’ the Yati who is in Jñàna Niçâhà.’ That is the meaning. How is 
that? ‘Kùrmaã aågàni iva sarvaéaã yathà kùrmo bhayàt svàni aågàni upsaëharati.’ 
This is a good example. In the same way that a turtle, ‘kùrma,’ out of fear, 
‘bhayàt,’ withdraws its own limbs.. ‘sarvaéaã sarvataã,’ from all sides.. Through 
the example, we can understand.  
 Once the turtle feels fear of an enemy, it has a strong armor, the shell. It 
draws its head and legs inside that, and is seated protected. However, the Yati 
doesn’t have a turtle shell to draw his senses in to. Where does he draw them to? 



Like the turtle draws in its head and legs, we can’t draw in our nose and eyes. 
That’s correct. Then what does the Yati do? That is called ‘Yati chàrya.’  
 This only means to engage in external regulations. This means that a Yati 
cannot be unrestrained. Become engaged in external regulations and observances. 
Thinking of what is good and bad, the turtle draws its limbs within. Like that, 
the Yati must be move away from external circumstances. Then some ask, ‘even if 
we move away from external situations, they’ll still be in the mind, no?’ That is 
also discussed. Only if you move away from external situations, will the mind not 
go there. Then it’s enough to purify the mind.  
 It’s then enough to make the mind one-pointed, and through that, gain 
purity. Then, the others actions he performs will become pure. So, it’s enough to 
make the mind pure. In the other way, it isn’t so. Then, the actions through all 
organs become impure. When those organs are controlled, only the mind 
remains impure. Then it’s enough to strive to make the mind pure. 
 What is situated in the mind goes out through the organs. When the 
organs are withdrawn from their objects, then the only task left to do is to purity 
the mind. That is why the example of a turtle was given. It’s not possible to 
withdraw the organs in the midst of worldly objects and sit like a turtle. The 
organ’s action towards the object is the dharma of the body; a part of the body.  
 Therefore, if there is the presence of worldly objects, the senses will become 
active. The body will show its nature. If that must be avoided, one can only leave 
those circumstances. Otherwise, it isn’t possible for man to withdraw the senses 
like a turtle. Then, this means, ‘to grasp that Principle.’  
 From here on, we will speak about several means for this sense control. 
Out of these means, there is a common matter of moving away from unfavorable 
circumstances. Don’t go to situations that are enticing. Strictly follow external 
disciplines and regulations. All of these are external matters. Then let that be in 
the mind, no problem. Even if they come to the mind, there is no problem. Then 
it’s enough to purify the mind; that’s all.  



 First, what is needed is purity of the organs. That must be gained first. The 
vow of brahmacharya is for that. Then one must be disciplined in those vows. 
One must not go to what is opposed to those vows, externally. ‘But that’s still in 
the mind, isn’t it?’ Some say this. Some say, ‘no matter where or in what my 
senses act, it doesn’t affect me. My mind is beyond all of that.’ That is the 
greatest hypocricy.  
 This is said to decieve others. Wherever the senses go, the mind will follow. 
‘For the senses to act somewhere, and the mind to not go there’ — saying this is 
mere fraudery. That is whay said before- lack of forthrightness; hypocrisy. That’s 
not what is aimed at here. Here, the aim is to control the senses. The example is 
said for that purpose. Don’t operate the senses in unfavorable actions.’ That is 
the aim.  
 That it is said, ‘if a strong internal prompting comes in the mind, and one 
doesn’t act through the senses, won’t the mind have conflict?’ That will come. 
There will be strong conflict. When that conflict comes, there is the desire to 
control the senses. However, the conflict of the mind grows. Then he is defeated 
in sense control. In that way, if one feels that sense control is impossible, then he 
need not try. He need not go to sense control. He should not enter this 
Yatichàrya.’  
 We said before, this sense control is possible only for a person with 
favorable samskàra. He should go to the gähasthàérama. That’s better then 
writing new commentaries about sanyassa and other things. Then he should 
follow the Dharma of the gähastha. That is good for himself and society.  
 If not, what happens? Then in the same way as the turtle pulls in its 
organs, he must withdraw from external objects, from all enticing objects. 
‘Sarvaéaã.’ This is said in particular. This means, ‘from all objects.’ This isn’t 
any particular object; wherever the mind is attracted, from all those objects, 
‘saravataã.’ He must control all senses.  
 Then who can do this?’ Only a few can do this. This is said for them. This 
doesn’t say that all of society must have this sense control. This is said for 



whomever is suitable for that. If not, a person who isn’t suitable need not try. 
That is not the defect of the instruction. A person strives for sense control, and is 
unable to do so. That isn’t the defect of the éàstra. That isn’t the defect of the 
person instructing. This is because he isn’t an adhikàri, a suitable practitioner. 
He doesn’t have the samskàra for that.  
 If negative vàsanas are powerful within him.. negative vàsanas will be 
within all people. Even for a person without strong negative vàsanas, there will 
be negative vàsanas. For controlling those vàsanas, this discipline is instructed. 
‘Evaë.’ This is a discipline, a chàrya. ‘Withdraw the senses from the objects. 
That is Yatichàrya, the vow of brahmachàrya.’  
  If a person feels that that is impossible, reject that!’ That will be practical 
for him. It doesn’t say that this is practical for everyone. It says that this is only 
practical for rare virtous souls. This is said, aimed at them. This is said for 
whomever has favorable samskàra. Here it says, for a person who has entered 
sense control, ‘how can he progress forward?’ Otherwise, this doesn’t say for a 
person without suitability to do this.  
 ‘Evaë,’ in this way, ‘Jñàna Niçâhaã,’ a person in Jñàna Niçâhà, one who has 
gained chitta éuddhi through karma yoga.. that is the meaning. ‘Indriyàåì 

indriyàäthebhyaã sarvaviçayebhyaã upasaëharate.’ What does he do? He makes 
sense control perfect. ‘Tasya prajñà pratiçâhità ityuktàrthaë vàkyaë.’  
 ‘Iti ukta arthaë,’ what is the meaning we said before? One with this kind of 
sense control is the Sthita Prajñan. Only a person with sense control can be a 
Sthita Prajñan. Sense control is only possible for the Sthita Prajñan. When this is 
said, however much a person progresses in sense control, in that same way, his 
Wisdom progresses. However much a person’s Wisdom progresses, in that same 
way will be progress for his sense control.  
 These two must progress together. They must progress, depending on each 
other. It isn’t that one attains one after attaining the other. That’s what is said 
here. ‘Tasya prajñà pratiçâhità.’ His Wisdom becomes established. Without sense 
control, it isn’t possible to be a Sthita Prajñan. It isn’t possible to become a 



Sthita Prajñan through sense indulgence. ‘When one experiences objects, the 
mind feels peace, when the desire is fulfilled..’ This isn’t the state of Sthita 
Prajñan. There are some who teach that.  
 ‘Won’t the mental balance of a person practicing sense control be 
destroyed?’ Some ask this. ‘You said before that the Karma Yogi needs evenness, 
samatvam. The Karma Yogi needs samatvam, and non-attachment, all of these. 
Along with that training, this training of sense control necessary. When he 
practices this sense control, powerful enticements will come in the mind. He tries 
to control that externally. Therefore, won’t that break his evenness of mind?’ 
Some have this doubt.  
 That may happen. We said before, no matter what practice it is, in the level 
of training, falls will occur. If one succeeds, then that isn’t training. Then there’s 
no need for training. In the time when one is training, for mistakes to happen,’ 
cannot be considered as ultimate failure. Those are the lessons of experience. 
Through those lessons, we go forward. Those kinds of mistakes happen to 
everyone. If a person recognizes those, and imbibes the lesson from them, those 
mistakes help one to go forward.  
 Then if there is a break in one’s evenness of mind, that will be for making 
it more firm. That break will happen. However, the enjoyment of objects isn’t 
like that. Through the enjoyment of objects, man’s mind becomes peaceful. 
However, after creating a firm saëskàra, that will create more disturbance. It says 
later, ‘havisà täçåavat eva.’ Some people say, ‘let the mind experience objects. 
Then it will become peaceful. The mind only becomes peaceful when it 
experiences objects. Otherwise, the mind cannot become peaceful by drawing 
away from objects. The mind should experience objects.’ These are all new 
commentaries.  
 All of these things were said by the Charvakas, the Materialists. The mind 
gains a firm desire for the experience of objects. That desire makes the mind 
disturbed. For avoiding that disturbance is the experience of the object. That 



experience of the object makes the mind peaceful. This is the correct path of 
Sàdhana.’ There are some who teach this.  
 This is something that was tested and rejected in the olden times. There are 
so many examples in the Puràåas. ‘This is Yoga. This is meditation.’ Numerous 
äçis have looked examined this. What did they say in the end? ‘Haviçà täçåavat 

eva.’ In the way that fuel makes fire grow, like that, the enjoyment of objects only 
makes longing grow.’ These can never pacify longing.  
 ‘Bring the experience of objects, which is out of control and spontaneous, 
under control. What everyone says, ‘just be without any control,’ is wrong. Those 
are things that were tested and rejected in olden times. That can only increase 
desire. Then some may ask, ‘what about the gähasthan? What about his dharma?’ 
Some ask this. ‘Uncontrolled sense enjoyment is never allowed to a gähasthan.’ 
All of that is bound by regulations. Therefore, what happens? The gähasthan is a 
Karma Yogi.  
 Therefore, that saëskàra doesn’t become firm. All of the gähasthan’s 
practices are for chitta éuddhi, mental purity. Truly, the old sankalpa of a ‘karma 
yogi’ is a gähasthan. This didn’t refer to a brahmachari or sanyassi. Because of 
the change in time, this comes now to brahmacharya and sanyassa; the karmas 
there change. Truly, in the sankalpa of the commentator and others, only a 
gähasthan is a ‘karma yogi.’ That isn’t a brahmachari or sanyassi.  
 Why is the gähasthan a karma yogi? It isn’t to make his samskàras firm. 
Following dharma, this is to make samskara pure, to make the antaãkaraåa pure. 
Therefore, there also, the experience of object will never make samskara firm. For 
the sanyassi and brahmachari, they completely avoid the experience of objects. 
They make the samskàra pure.  
 And what about the gähasthan? Through the experience of objects itself he 
makes the samskàra pure, through control. That is the difference that comes 
between the two. This is the difference of old times, said clearly. Therefore, 
through viçaya tyàga, the renunciaiton of objects, remove the vàsanas in the 



antaãkaraåa. That is the path of sanyassa. That isn’t through the experience of 
objects.  
 That is what is said here, in the éloka. Therefore, ‘through experience of 
objects, the samskàra is removed; vàsanas are controlled.’ Saying this is never 
suitable in the spiritual path. That is only possible through the renunciation of 
object. That is never possible through experiencing objects. A Yati is someone 
who must become aware of that. Our Acharyas composed the discipling of a Yati 
(Yatichàrya) for living accordingly.  
 That is what we must understand in particular here. Now look at the éloka.  
‘Yadà,’ whenever, ‘ayaë,’ the Yati who is in Jñàna Niçâhà, ‘kùrmaã aågàni iva,’ 
like the turtle and its limbs, ‘indriyàåi indriyàäthebhyaã,’ his senses from the 
sense-objects, ‘sarvaéaã saëharate,’ in all ways, withdraws, ‘tadà,’ then, ‘tasya 

prajñà pratiçâhità,’ his Wisdom becomes established, firm. We should pay 
attention to the word used here; ‘saëharate.’ In that, there is no fall or mistake. 
That is complete withdrawal from the sense objects. ‘That must be done by the 
Yati.’ That is what is said.  
 

 Yadà saëharate chàyaë kùrmàågànìva sarvaéaã 
Indriyàåìndriyàrthebhyas tasya prajñà pratiçâhità. 2.58. 

 
Viçayà vinivartante niràhàrasya dehinaã 

Rasavarjaë raso ‘pyasya paraë däçâvà nivartate. 2.59.  
 

2.59. ‘The objects recede from an abstinent man, with the exception of the taste 
for them. Even the taste of this person falls away after realizing the Absolute.’  

 
We can look at Shankar’s Preface to this éloka. ‘Tatra viçayànanàharataã 

àturasyàpi indriyàåi nivartante kùrmàågànìva saëhriyante, na tu tad viçayo ràgaã sa 

kathaë saëhriyate iti uchyate.’ This is a question that is normally raised when we 
discuss about these subjects. ‘Viçayà anàharataã.’ Because of withdrawing from 



sense-objects, how is that? One may gain sense control, but won’t that be in the 
mind? What is the means that is said? This is what a brahmachari or sanyassi 
thinks. ‘Even if we move away from the objects, they are still in the mind.’  
 Then what must be done next? Because these things are in the mind, one 
goes to such objects. Then when we move away from the objects, we can see that 
they are in the mind. They haven’t left. Then what is the solution. ‘Is it to go 
back to the objects?’ No. You must not go back to objects because they are in the 
mind. That is the meaning.  
 In other words, is a person capable of withdrawing from objects? That is an 
important matter here. What is the difference between a gähasthan and a Yati? A 
Yati who follows Yatichàrya is able to withdraw from the objects. ‘Can’t they be 
in the mind?’ He strives to remove them from the mind.  
 And what the gähasthan? He is not able to withdraw from objects. So, these 
objects are in his mind. That is the difference between the two. The Yati is able 
to pull back from objects. After withdrawing from objects, then what does he do? 
He destroys them in the mind. That is the difference between the two.  
 The gähasthan isn’t like that. He is controlled by the senses. He has 
become subservient to the organs. Therefore, he is unable to withdraw from the 
senses. Therefore, in the midst of objects itself, he strives to withdraw from them, 
through following Dharma. That is the difference in the Dharma of these two. 
Both of these aren’t the same.  
 The gähasthan doesn’t become a Yati, and the Yati doesn’t become a 
gähasthan. Both are two separate things. You need not think, ‘once one becomes 
a Yati, he can perform the gähastha dharma.’ You need not think, ‘a gähastha can 
accept the Yati dharma in gähasthàérama.’ That can never be joined in any place. 
If one is a Yati, he must pull back from the sense-objects. The Yati Dharma is 
said only for someone who is capable of withdrawing from the objects. For those 
who are unable to do that, there is the gähastha dharma.  
 Whatever is refuted for the Yati, he must withdraw from that externally. 
The Yati doesn’t have the right to declare, ‘no matter what it is, externally, that 



doesn’t have the power to affect my mind.’ He must move away from them. If he 
is incapable of doing that, he accepts the dharma of gähastha. Then he remains 
in the external objects. He is unable to withdraw from them. Remaining there, he 
purifies the mind in order to withdraw from these externally. Both groups strive. 
That is the gähastha’s dharma.  
  Here it says, ‘tatra viçayàn ahàrataã.’ He doesn’t accept objects. Just from 
that, doesn’t mean that one has obtained sense control, ‘indriya nigrahaë.’ Why 
is that? ‘àturasya api,’ a person who is ill.. doesn’t he have sense control, a sick 
person? Doesn’t sense control happen for a person whose sense are weak? Or, 
those who do severe tapas? This is called ‘kaçâha tapas.’ Don’t those who perform 
tamasic tapas gain sense control? ‘Karçayan te éarìras taë bhùtgràmaë achetasaë.’ 
The Lord says this, ‘some perform severe tapas without any discrimination. There 
are some like that. They expect some kind of siddhi. They also have sense control.  
 Here, the ‘sense control,’ being discussed is none of that. ‘àturasyàpi 

indriyàåi kùrmàågànìva saëhriyante.’ ‘Don’t such people also experience control 
of the sense, like the turtle and its limbs?’ However, there is a difference there. 
What is that? ‘Na tu tadviçayo ràgaã.’ However, they don’t destroy the ràga, the 
attachment to those objects. That ràga in the antaãkaraåa is never destroyed 
there.  
 Then what does a Yati do? He withdraws from external objects, following 
Yatichàrya. Then what does he do? ‘Sa kathaë saëhriyate.’ What does he 
practice? How does he destroy this ràga? He also does practices for that. That is 
also what a gähasthan must do; it must be a means for destroying ràga. However, 
the gähasthan doesn’t separate from objects to destroy ràga;  he has to be in the 
midst of objects itself.  
 The Yati isn’t like that. He separates from all objects. That is difference in 
the dharmas of the two; the dharma of the Yati, and the dharma of the 
gähasthan. While being situated in the midst of objects, the gähasthan strives to 
destroy ràga. The Yati withdraws from objects, and strives to destroy ràga. 
Thereofore, both of these are distinctly separated. One is Jñàna, and the other is 



Karma. This is where Shaåkaràchàrya becomes very strict. The dharma of the Yati 
is the sanyassa dharma. That becomes strict.  
 This is said next in the bhàçyà. ‘Iti uchyate.’ This is said, in the éloka. ‘Yadà 

iti. Yadyapi viçayàã viçayopalakçitàni viçayaéabdavàchyàni indriyàåi.’ The éloka 
says, ‘viçayà vinivartante.’ Here, the commentator is giving two meanings of this. 
We can take the word ‘viçaya’ to mean ‘indriya,’ or sense.’ This can mean, 
‘whenever the senses are withdrawn..’ Otherwise, the word ‘viçaya’ can mean 
‘sense-objects.’ ‘Whenever the sense withdraw from the objects..’ That meaning 
can also be said.  
  This is just a small problem that comes in the commentary. This is to find 
the solution, that the commentator explains the word ‘viçaya’ in two ways. In 
either way, the meaning is only one. ‘Viçayàã viçayopalakçitàni 

viçayaéabdavàchyàni indriyàni.’ This means, ‘we should understand the meaning 
of ‘senses’ from the word ‘viçaya.’ It says, ‘viçayopalakçitaë.’ This means the 
‘senses, which are not separate from the word ‘viçaya.’ This is because whenever 
something becomes an object of the senses, these are connected together. 
Therefore, if needed, you can say that the word ‘viçaya’ can mean ‘senses.’  
 This is saying one side. Because of the commentary, that can be. So, ‘viçaya 

upalakçitàni.’ When it says, ‘upalakçitam,’ this doesn’t directly say that the 
meaning is the ‘senses.’ However, because the senses are constantly situated in 
the experience of obejcts, the meaning of the word ‘viçaya’ can mean the ‘senses, 
which are upalakçitam, indicated by the sense-objects. ‘Viçayaéabdavàchyàni 

indriyàåi.’ Thus, the meaning of the word ‘viçaya’ can be ‘the senses.’  
 Thus, those senses, ‘vinivartante,’ when they withdraw. Then, ‘niràhàrasya 

anàhriyamàåaviçayasya kaçâe tapasi sthitasya mukhasyàpi vinivartante.’ A person 
who is ‘niràhàra,’ abstinent of sense-objects. This means, ‘anàhriyamàåaviçayasya’ 
— one who doesn’t grasp objects. Here, the word ‘àharati’ means — to grasp, to 
accept. This doesn’t mean, ‘to eat food.’ This means to grasp sense-objects.  
 ‘Anàhriyamàåaviçayasya’ — the senses that don’t grasp the external objects, 
whose are they? ‘kaçâe tapasi sthitasya,’ one who is in severe tapas, through 



accepting severe vows. They injure the body through tapas, through these vows. 
‘Such vows aren’t to be done!’ This is also said. Those kinds of vows aren’t 
possible for an ordinary sàdhak. These vows which torture the body aren’t 
possible.  
 ‘Màm chaivàntaéarìrastham, Tàn viddhyàsura niéchaya.’ Without knowing 
that I am situated within the body, asuric fools torture the body.’ The Lord 
Himself says this. ‘It is I who am within the body. But there are some who give 
suffering to me.’ There are some who don’t eat food, or drink water.. That is 
‘kaçâe tapasi sthitasya murkhasyàpi.’ For such a fool, a murkhan, ‘vinivartante,’ 
doesn’t he withdraw from the sense-objects?’  
 When we speak about this tapas, This tapas of fools, of torturing the body,’ 
when this is said, we have a doubt. ‘There have been many Mahàtmas who 
performed severe tapas. Are they fools?’ That’s not what is aimed at here. Here, 
the tapas that is indicated is tapas for insignificant siddhis. Chant mantras. 
Perform practices. The aim of these is attaining some kind of siddhi. Here, that is 
the aim of this kind of tapas.  
 Great Jñànis and Siddhas also perform tapas. That is for destroying their 
pràrabdha. That kind of tapas is not indicated here. Here, it is tapas, devoid of 
any discrimination. This person is called, ‘murkhan,’ a fool.’ Don’t think that 
wherever you see tapas, that person has no viveka. In the life of some Siddhas, 
they performed tapas for destroying pràrabdha. This isn’t what is indicated. This 
a different kind of tapas, for gaining siddhis. Without any discrimination, these 
are practices performed for some kind of attainment. ‘Don’t drink water, don’t 
drink food..’ All of that is rajasic and tamasic tapas. We will discuss that later.  
 For such people, there eyes remain closed, they don’t move their arms and 
legs.. so isn’t there sense withdrawal there?’ ‘Dehinaã dehavataã,’ these 
individuals, how is this? ‘Rasavarjaë ràgo viçayeçu yaã taë varjayitvà.’ This word 
should be included with the first phrase. Thus, it is ‘viçayà vinivartante 

niràhàrasya dehinaã rasavarjaë.’ The meaning is ‘rasavarjaë vinivartante.’ The 
means that the rasa, the taste for these objects remains.  



 Ràga, attachment to the objects remains in the mind. The mind of the Yati 
is like that. The Yati moves away from sense-objects. However, there is ràga, 
attachment in the Yati’s mind. That is subtle. However, that isn’t like the tapas of 
a fool described before. The Yati will be aware about that ràga. The Yati knows, 
‘that is to be discarded, to be renounced.’ The Yati is someone who constantly 
strives for that.  
 The meaning of the word ‘Yati’ is ‘yamana éìlaë.’ The root of the word 
‘yati’ itself is ‘prayatnam,’ effort. When we hear the word ‘yati,’ we think of 
someone who is too lazy to do any work. However, what is the root of the word 
‘yati.’ It is ‘prayatne’ — to strive.’ So, the Yati, the sanyassi, is one who strives at 
all times. Laziness has no relationship at all with that.  
 The word ‘yati’ was created itself from the meaning, ‘one who constantly 
strives.’ So, what does the Yati do? He avoids external sense-objects. This means 
that he constantly strives. What for? It is for destroying that rasa. It is for 
destroying ràga, that he acts.  
 The bhàçyà says, ‘rasaéabdo ràge prasiddhaã.’ The word ‘rasa’ is well-known 
to mean ‘ràga,’ attachment. This means that this meaning is accepted in the 
éàstras. ‘Svrasena pravättaã rasikaã rasajñaã.’ So it says, ‘svarasena pravättaã,’ one 
who acts with his own rasa, is called, ‘rasikaã,’ or ‘rasajñaã,’ one who knows rasa. 
This is used in this way in the éàstras. This is explaining how the meaning of 
rasa is given as ‘ràga,’ attachment. This answer is based in rules of language.  
 The meaning is that the senses withdrawal, but the rasa, the taste remains. 
What is the meaning of ‘rasa?’ It is ‘ràga,’ attachment. That ràga is ‘ekendriya,’ 
based in only one sense-organ. That is in the mind. So there is ràga in the mind 
of the Yati. The Lord says later that having withdrawn the mind from sense-
objects, yet still having attachment is called a ‘mithyàchàra,’ a hypocrite. Does that 
make the Yati a mithyàchàran?’ No. If one is a Yati, he is not a mityàchàran.  
 What is a Yati? He is ‘yamana éìlaë’ — he constantly practices self-control. A 
Yati is one who has ràga within and strives to destroy it. If one strives to destroy 
that, then he is not a mityàchàran. He has withdrawn from the sense-objects. To 



withdraw from the sense-objects is the first step. The second step one must take is 
to destroy internal attachment, ràga.  
 If one is a mityàchàran, what does he do? He withdraws from objects. He 
keeps attachment intact in the mind. Through the prompting of that attachment, 
he will again jump into the experience of the sense-objects, out of control. That is 
called a ‘mityàchàran.’ This is also called ‘puccha sanyassi,’ a pussycat sanyassi. 
For some time, he will be still and calm. He will observe vows. Again, he will go 
and get something. That is how the name ‘puccha sanyassa’ came about.    
 They stay for some time in the Yati Dharma, and then again leave. That is 
mityàchàran. If there is attachment in the mind of the Yati, that doesn’t make 
him a mithyàchàran. Why is that? While ràga is within.. otherwise, this yati 
chàrya would not be necessary. This Yatichàrya, the discipline of a Yati, is an 
àérama. That is a dharma. He practices dharma. What does it mean, that ‘he has 
a dharma?’ That means that there are several things within him that must be 
discarded and rejected.  
 A person who strives in that way is a Yati. Otherwise, shaving your head, 
putting on ochre, wearing rudràkça màla, smearing sacred ash and sandlewood 
paste, then saying, ‘I’m beyond all dharmas. I have no rules and regulations.’ A 
Yati is not someone who goes around saying this. Instead, this is someone who 
constantly acts. That is a Yati. What does he strive for? ‘So ‘pi raso rañjanàrùpaã 
sukçmaã asya yateã.’  
 That is within the Yati. What is that? That is ‘rasa.’ That is ‘rañjanarùpaã,’ 
of the nature of delight.. That has the capacity for making the mind delight in 
sense-objects, and is subtle. Therefore, the Yati must be careful. That is subtle. It 
is seated within him in a subtle form. ‘so ‘pi raso.’ That is in the form of vàsana. 
Therefore, no one should go mad just from some external dress. You must be 
careful!’ That is what is said.  
 ‘Raso rañjanarùpaã.’ That taste which makes one delight in sense-objects is 
seated within. ‘Asya yateã,’ for that Yati, ‘paraë paramàrthatattvaë brahma däçâvà 



upalabhya ‘ahameva tat’ iti vartamànasya nivartate nirbìjaë viçayavijñànaë 

saëpadyate ityarthaã.’  
 However, that is also destroyed. How is that? ‘Paraë däçâvà nivartate.’ That 
‘rasa’ is destroyed. ‘Paraë däçâvà.’ Because of that, we will think, ‘isn’t that a 
Swami?’ Is that true for Swami? That can be true for Swami. If that isn’t true for 
Swami, that is a wonder.  Why is that? ‘Rañjanarùpaã sukçmaã.’ There is subtle 
rasa within him, which prompts one to delight in objects. That, paraë 
paramàrthatattvaë däçâvà.’ Only through Realization of the Supreme Truth will 
that go. Only through discrimination of the Supreme Truth, through the 
‘paramàrthatattvam,’ brahma, paraë däçâvà, upalabhya.’ Only then will it be 
destroyed.  
 ‘Ahameva tat’ iti vartamànasya.’ Therefore, what is said in the Gita? 
‘Jñànàgni sarvakarmàåi bhàsmàsat kuruterjuna.’ The Lord says this in the end to 
Arjuna. All of that must be burnt to ash by the fire of Knowledge. In the 
perfection of that viveka, in the conclusion of that, only then.. ‘ahameva tat’ iti 

vartamànasya.. only for the Yati in perfect Realization, ‘nivartate,’ that also 
withdraws.  
 ‘Nirbìjaë saëpadyate.’ The knowledge of objects because ‘nirbìjaë,’ 
seedless, devoid of a seed.  Until then, ‘Na asati samyagdaréanarasasya ucchedaã.’ 
Without samyak daréana, complete Realization, the rasa cannot be destroyed. 
That is the meaning. That will only be destoyed through the fire of Knowledge.  
 That will be destroyed. The Yati will destroy. However, having strictly 
followed the discipline of a Yati, through the practices of hearing and 
contemplation, for one in Jñàna Niçâhà, who has gained firmness in 
discrimination, or one who has attained direct Self-Realization — only then will 
this rasam be destroyed. That is the meaning.  
 Therefore, what must the yati do? ‘Tasmàt,’ therefore, 
‘samyagdaréanàtmikàyàã prajñàyàã sthairyaë kartavyam ityabhipràyaã.’ This 
Prajñà, or Wisdom, which is Perfect Realization, (samyag daréana), in that 
discrimination, ‘sthairyaë kartavyaë’ — he must gain firmness in that. A person 



must gains firmness in that. In that way, this rasam must be discarded. That is 
what is said. Now look at the éloka.  
 ‘Dehinaã,’ for one with a body — this is very important. Even though he is a 
Yati, because he has a body.. this means he hasn’t reached Perfection. 
‘Niràharasya,’ the individual who abstains from sense-objects, ‘Rasavarjaë 
viçayàã vinivartante.’ Though he doesn’t grasp external objects, these external 
objects withdrawn, except for ràga, attachment towards them.  
 ‘Asya raso api,’ Even that rasa, the attachment within him, ‘paraë däçâvà 
nivartate,’ only through Realization of the Paramàtman does that withdraw.   
 

Viçayà vinivartante niràhàrasya dehinaã 
Rasavarjaë raso ‘pyasya paraë däçâvà nivartate. 2.59. 
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